Abstract-The demand for flexible broadband wireless services makes the pruning technique, including both shortening and puncturing, an indispensable component of error correcting codes. The analysis of the pruning process for structured lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes can be considerably simplified with their equivalent representations through base-matrices or protographs. In this letter, we evaluate the thresholds of the pruned base-matrices by using protograph based on extrinsic information transfer (PEXIT). We also provide an efficient method to optimize the pruning patterns, which can significantly improve the thresholds of both the full-length patterns and the sub-patterns. Numerical results show that the structured LDPC codes pruned by the improved patterns outperform those with the existing patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE structured low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been widely used in current communications standards, such as IEEE 802.16e [1] and IEEE 802.11n [2] standards. In these standards, one base-matrix of LDPC codes is designed specifically for one code length and rate in order to achieve better performance. The number of the transmitted bits is determined by many issues, such as bandwidth and modulation, and can be an arbitrary value around the coding lengths defined in the standards. Therefore, pruning techniques are utilized to make the transmission rates and lengths more flexible.
The pruning of the LDPC codes usually consists of two operations, shortening and puncturing, which have already been extensively studied for the binary [3] - [5] and the nonbinary [6] LDPC codes. Many design schemes for the ratecompatible LDPC codes [7] , [8] are also proposed using efficient shortening and puncturing techniques, where the degree distributions of the irregular LDPC codes, the shortened bits and the punctured bits can be optimized through density evolution and differential evolution [9] , respectively.
Systematic methods for selecting puncturing patterns include classification of k-step recoverable nodes [10] , puncturing degree 2 nodes [11] and progressive node puncturing while minimizing the average number of punctured nodes connected to a check [12] . In [13] , higher rate codes are not obtained by puncturing but rather by extending the information part of the parity check matrix. Besides the stopping sets, there remains some other criteria for the selection of the punctured bits, usually focusing on the distributions or the distances between the punctured bits in Tanner graph [14] - [16] . Similarly, the shortening pattern of the coded bits are also developed in [17] and [18] . Further extensions of the density evolution, such as the multi-edge type density evolution [19] and the protograph based extrinsic information transfer (PEXIT) [20] , have been shown to perform more efficiently. Especially, the shortening [18] and the puncturing [16] of structured LDPC codes can be easily analyzed due to the simple representations of the base-matrices. We utilize the PEXIT to analyze the pruning of structured LDPC codes, where the shortening can be easily performed by column erasure and the puncturing is inherent in the PEXIT analysis.
In this letter, we aim to jointly optimize the shortening and puncturing patterns for the structured LDPC codes, which can generate more good codes with different rates and lengths from the finite codes defined in IEEE 802.11n standard. The non-greedy search algorithm is employed to optimize the joint shortening and puncturing patterns. We propose a T-stage optimization approach that progressively selects the shortened nodes and the punctured nodes according to the thresholds calculated by PEXIT, which can effectively avoid the performance loss due to unilaterally selecting shortening or puncturing columns. Numeric analysis and simulation results show that the improved patterns obtained from the proposed method can achieve noticeable performance gain over both the pruning schemes in IEEE 802.11n and the combining schemes with the shortening and puncturing patterns described in [16] and [18] .
II. PRUNING FOR STRUCTURED LDPC CODES
The pruning technique is usually combined with the shortening and puncturing. The shortening is achieved by placing some information bits known for both the transmitter and receiver. The bits to be shortened usually can be set to all ones or all zeros before encoding, while the reliabilties on the corresponding bits are set to infinity in the decoder. On the other hand, puncturing is to keep some bits in the coded sequence not to be transmitted and punctured bits are regarded as erased symbols in the decoder. The shortened information bits and punctured coded bits together determine the final transmission rate and length.
The descriptions of the pruning schemes for structured LDPC codes can be simplified by using base-matrices with lifting factor Z [1] , [2] , [21] . Fig. 1 shows an example of the mapping between a structured LDPC code and its base-matrix.
In this example, a rate 1/4 base-matrix H is given, where the lifting factor Z is set to 4 and the columns and rows of the base-matrix are set to n = 4 and m = 3, respectively. The entries h i,j of the base-matrix are mapped to all-zero matrices or circulant permutation matrices of size 4 × 4, when h i,j is set to -1 or 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. The circulant permutation matrix, mapped from the entry h i,j ≥ 0, is right shifted from the identity matrix I by h i,j times. The lengths of the lifted coded bits and information bits are N = n × Z = 16 and
It is straightforward to define the pruning patterns in terms of the base-matrix by the indices of the shortened/punctured column vectors. We denote the detailed shortening and puncturing patterns as the index ensembles S α = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s α } and P β = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p β }, respectively. The j-th column vector of the base-matrix is to be shortened or punctured, if the index j belongs to S α or P β . Then, the original base-matrix H is transformed into H α;β by the pruning pattern
where the parameters n and k are decreased to n α;β = n − α − β and k α = k − α, respectively. The transmission rate of the pruned matrix
The pattern Π{α; β} not only represents the column vectors that can be shortened and punctured, but also determines the priorities of the column vectors to be selected from the patterns. Assuming that N s and N p bits of the entire coded block are shortened and punctured, respectively, then totally α+ β columns will be selected to be shortened and punctured, where α and β are equal to N s /Z and N p /Z , respectively. All coded bits corresponding to the first α − 1 and β − 1 columns in the ensembles S α and P β are shortened and punctured, respectively. Then, the remaining N s − (α − 1) × Z and N p − (β − 1) × Z bits will be sequentially selected from the s α -th and p β -th columns in the ensembles S α and P β , respectively. After such pruning processes for the base-matrix H, the total length of the transmitted bits is
III. OPTIMIZATION USING NON-GREEDY RANKING Any pruning pattern can be evaluated via PEXIT analysis [20] , given a structured LDPC code with a certain base-matrix. However, it is almost impossible for a pruning pattern to guarantee that there is always a sub-pattern with the minimum threshold for the pruning length. Thus, finding globally optimal pruning pattern of a base-matrix is very difficult for the exhaustive search. An efficient search algorithm for structured LDPC codes is introduced in [16] , where a non-greedy (NG) ranking criterion is utilized.
Here, we progressively search the shortened and punctured columns step by step according to the NG ranking criterion, in order to avoid the performance loss due to unilaterally selecting shortening or puncturing columns at first. Assume that the maximum length of the shortened/punctured columns is α = β = T . Hence, the maximum length of the shortened and punctured bits in total is N p +N s = 2T ×Z. Then, we can transform the optimization problem into a T -stage process by NG ranking criterion. In the t-stage process, the i-th pruning pattern with length α = β = 1 is defined as follows:
The proposed optimization procedure starts from the exhaustive search of the temporary optimal pattern for the basematrix H in the 1-stage. The number of candidate columns is k, when we determine the index of the shortened column at first. The punctured column is selected from the remaining n − 1 column vectors in the shortened base-matrix. So we define the set of candidate pruning patterns in the 1-stage optimization as
The threshold γ 
After the optimized pruning in the first stage, the lengths of the information bits and coded bits are decreased to k 1 = k−1 and n 1 = n − 2, respectively. Furthermore, the t-th stage optimization 2 ≤ t ≤ T is performed by selecting the temporary patterns Π t,i {1; 1} 
candidate pruning patterns to be evaluated by PEXIT. The patterns in set Ω t with the lowest τ thresholds are reserved as the setΩ t = {Π t,i {1; 1} = {s
A group of optimized pruning patterns Π i {T ; T }, i = 1, ..., τ with length T can be obtained from the setΩ T , after the T -stages optimization according to the NG ranking criterion. The i-th pruning pattern can be represented as follows,
where the other elements before the latest s 
T } is usually not the lowest one. However, a good performance is still provided for the arbitrary subpatterns of the pruning pattern Π i {T ; T }, which is shown in the simulation results. Without loss of generality, we use the pruning pattern Π 1 {T ; T } as the final pruning pattern Π{T ; T } for the base-matrix H.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The structured LDPC codes specified in IEEE 802.11n and 802.16e systems are used for the performance comparison with different pruning patterns. For example, the two rate-1/2 LDPC codes with lifting factor Z = 81 and Z = 40 in IEEE 802.11n and 802.16e systems are denoted by 11n-Z81-R2/3 and 16e-Z40-R1/2, respectively. Since there are no joint puncturing and shortening optimized pruning patterns for the structured LDPC codes in other existing methods, we only compare the simulation results between the pruning patterns optimized by our proposed method (Π Opt ), the combination pruning patterns in [16] , [18] (Π L&W ), and those defined in [2] (Π 11n ). In all simulations, the belief propagation (BP) algorithm is used and the maximum number of iterations is set to 100 for LDPC decoding.
The threshold comparisons of different pruned LDPC codes, 11n-Z81-R1/2, 11n-Z81-R2/3 and 16e-Z40-R1/2, are given in Table I and Table II , where the pruning patterns Π 11n {4; 4} and Π Opt {4; 4} are proposed in IEEE 802.11n standard and optimized by NG ranking criterion with T = 4, respectively. The thresholds γ α;β , α, β ≤ 4 are evaluated by the pruned base-matrices with sub-patterns Π Opt {α; β} and π 11n {α; β}, which consist of the first α shortened and β punctured components in patterns Π Opt {4; 4} and Π 11n {4; 4}. The final code rate pruned by the pattern Π Opt {α, β} or Π 11n {α, β} is (k − α)/(n − α − β). For example, the highest code rates of the two LDPC codes in the table I can achieve 0.6 and 0.8, respectively, after pruned with the pattern parameters α = 0 and β = 4.
From the numeric results presented in Table II , we can see that there is a noticeable gap between the threshold of the pattern Π Opt {4; 4} and that of the direct combination of patterns Π L&W {4; 4}, which are individually optimized for shortening [18] and puncturing [16] , respectively. Since the punctured nodes in our pattern are selected from both the systematic part and the parity part of the codeword, the threshold of our progressively puncturing pattern Π Opt {0; 6} for code 16e-Z40-R1/2 is slightly better than that of the pattern Π L&W {0; 6} in [16] , when the number of the punctured nodes is limited. If the puncturing process for rate higher than 2/3 is further carried out, the puncturing pattern optimized in [16] will be more efficient than ours. Fortunately, the LDPC codes with different code rates, such as 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and 5/6, are all specified in IEEE 802.16e, so the number of the punctured nodes usually is limited. Fig. 2 shows the error performance of the 11n-Z81-R1/2 code pruned by the different pruning patterns. There is only small performance loss for the pruned code with the pattern Π Opt {4; 4}, although the real transmission length decreases from 1944 bits to 1296 bits. Moreover, noticeable performance gain can be achieved with our optimized pattern compared with the patterns Π L&W {4; 4} and Π 11n {4; 4}. The 16e-Z40-R1/2 code used in [16] with only puncturing pattern Π Opt {0; 6} also slightly outperforms that with the pattern Π L&W {0; 6} in [16] , where the transmission rate is same as that of the 16e-Z40-R2/3 code in [1] .
The performance comparisons of the high-rate code, 11n-Z81-R2/3, with different pruning patterns are demonstrated in Fig. 3 . The error performance of the pruned code with our optimized patterns, Π Opt {4; 4} and Π Opt {4; 2}, is always better than that with the patterns Π 11n {4; 4} and Π 11n {4; 2}. The transmission rate can maintain the original code rate 2/3, when the sub-patterns with α = 4 and β = 2 are selected. It can also be seen from Fig. 3 that the performance of the pruned codes with pattern Π Opt {4; 2} are very close to that of the unpruned code, although the transmission lengths are much shorter than the original 1944 bits.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose an efficient optimization scheme for the pruning of structured LDPC codes, which can be evaluated by the PEXIT analysis according to the protographs mapped from the base-matrices. A T -stage progressive optimized pruning pattern can be obtained according to the NG ranking criterion, where any sub-pattern Π Opt {α; β}, α ≤ T, β ≤ T is composed of the first α shortened and β punctured components in the pattern Π Opt {T ; T }. In terms of the structured LDPC codes in IEEE 802.11n, both the numerical analysis and simulation results show that our optimized pruning patterns apparently outperform the existing pruning patterns in IEEE 802.11n standard.
